Did you know that every
3 seconds an identity is
stolen?
Safeguarding your identity is critical. Yet, often times you don’t even know you are at risk. So, what can you
do to protect yourself –and your family members—from becoming a victim of one of America’s fastest growing
crimes? It’s easy! As an employee of OneBeacon you have access to Identity Management Services—a
program designed to respond if you should become a victim of an identity theft.
Identity Resolution Services include:
The program consists of identity resolution services that can help to safeguard your identity. And if you should become a victim of
identity theft a year of credit monitoring is included in the program. Outlined are additional areas that the identity management
program focuses on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical Identity Services: designed to assist victims of a unique type of identity fraud. This is one of the fastest
growing forms of identity theft.
Identity Travel Services: helping to recover lost or stolen documentation, while avoiding potential fraud.
Disaster Recovery Services is designed to help disaster victims in recapturing the critical documents needed to rebuild
their lives.
Estate Identity Services: focuses on reducing the potential for fraud perpetrated through the misuse of deceased's
personal information. Guides surviving spouse in safeguarding own identity as well as loved ones.
Identity Relocation Services: designed to help keep a move worry-free, whether an employee loses sensitive data or
documents, suffers a stolen identity, or wants to keep identity safe during the move.
Child Risk Identity Services: designed to assist parents whose children under the age of 18 are at risk of identity
theft, as it can take years before the theft of a child's identity is detected.
Military Identity Services: reduces the likelihood of identity fraud for active duty military personnel. Military personnel
are at a heightened risk of identity fraud, especially when stationed abroad. They are targeted because the crime is likely
to go undiscovered longer.
Divorce Identity Management: helps navigate the best ways to protect yourself against an identity theft as you are
going through a divorce.

Keep the attached card on hand and if you feel you are a victim of an identity theft, call 866.799.6695.
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Services offered are provided by third-party vendors. OneBeacon reserves the right to change vendors without prior written notice.

